Appendix 1 - RDM 101 Workshop Evaluation

Q1 - Which workshop did you attend?
  ● Friday, April 11
  ● Tuesday, April 15
  ● Wednesday, April 16

Q2 - How well did this workshop prepare you to explain what research data is?
  ● 1-5

Q3 - How well did this workshop prepare you to explain the need for managing/sharing research data?
  ● 1-5

Q4 - How well did this workshop prepare you to explain the data lifecycle in order to manage and preserve research data?
  ● 1-5

Q5 - How well did this workshop familiarize you with data management plan (DMP) requirements used to characterize a plan for the lifecycle of research data?
  ● 1-5

Q6 - How well did this workshop prepare you to identify the value and relative importance of data management to the success of a research project?
  ● 1-5

Q7 - How well did the objectives of this workshop meet your expectations for what you wanted to learn regarding research data management?
  ● 1-5

Q8 - How useful/relevant was the presentation portion of the workshop regarding your learning needs of research data management concepts?
  ● 1-5

Q9 - How useful/relevant was the research case, “Combining data from 10 years of research for retrospective studies on the effects of exercise and diet on the risk of diabetes,” to understanding research data management concepts?
  ● 1-5

Q10 - How appropriate was the length of the workshop in regards to concepts covered?
  ● Too long
• Too short
• Just about right

Q11 - What information did you find most useful in this workshop? Why?
Q12 - What information did you find least useful in this workshop? Why?
Q13 - What would be the single most significant improvement of this workshop that would help you better understand research data management concepts?
Q14 - What question(s) do you still have related to research data management that this workshop should have addressed? (This question is intended to improve future sessions. If you would like your question(s) answered, please email cpeters@uh.edu).
Q15 - Would you be interested in attending any of the following workshops related to research data management? Types, formats, & stages of data
× Contextual details needed to make data meaningful to others
× Data storage, backup, & security
× Legal and ethical considerations for research data
× Data sharing and reuse policies
× Archiving and preservation
Q16 - Which of these services would you like for the library to offer?
× Assistance with data management plans
× Assistance finding information about licensing your data
× Assistance finding and submitting your data to a repository
× Assistance finding information on how to preserve and archive your data
× Assistance building a collection of research data that others can search and access
× Assistance complying with federal, sponsor and publisher data sharing policies
× Assistance finding data sets to use for your research
× Assistance publishing a data set
× Assistance obtaining a URL or DOI for your data set
× Assistance measuring the citation impact of your data set
× Assistance teaching you, your lab, or your classes about data management best practices
Q17 - Do you have any additional comments that you would like to add that this survey did not cover?